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Abstract. Cooperative problem-solving systems are computer-baseu systems that augment a person's 
ability to create. reflect. uesign. decide, and reason. Our work focuses on supporting cooperative prob
lem solving in the context of high-functionality computer systems. We show how the conceptual frame
work behind a given system determines crucial aspects of the system's behavior. Several systems are 
described that attempted to address specific shortcomings of prevailing assumptions. resulting in a new 
conceptual framework. To further test this resulting framework. we conducted an empirical study of a 
success model of cooperative problem solving between people in a large hardware store. The conceptual 
framework is instantiated in a number of new system-building efforts. which are described and dis
cussed. 

• • • 



3. Success l\fodels for Cooperative 
Problem Solving 

To deepen our understanding of the problems of 
high-functionality systems and find ways to over
come these problems. we engaged in a search for 
success models of such systems. The success 
model idea has proven to be of great value. We 
have previously analyzed skiing as a success 
model [4J and derived architectural components 
for computer-based learning environments [35] 
from this analysis. In a similar fashion. the ideas 
behind spreadsheets were used as guiding prin
ciples in system-building efforts in other domains 
[6.36-37]. Studying success models can provide 
us with equally important insights as studying the 
role of failures [38] and their impact on the ad· 
vancement of design. 

In this section. we describe a study done at 
McGuckin Hardware, argue why it is relevant to 
these issues. and show how the store has suc
cessfully addressed the difficult problems men
tioned previously. We then place the study in the 
larger context of research in situated cognition. 

3.1, McGuckin: An Empirical Study 

A preliminary analysis indicated the McGuckin 
Hardware In Boulder. Colorado. might be an 
ideal candidate for a success model. McGuckin 
carries more than 350,000 different line items in 
33,000 square feet of retail space. The store's su
perior reputation among its customers and its 
continued growth and profitability make it a suc
cess model. 

To get a better understanding of just how the 
"system" operates. we asked McGuckin Hard
ware for permission to observe and record inter
actions between customers and sales agents. 
Some of the dialogues were transcribed from 
audiotapes and carefully analyzed. Videotapes 
would have been a superior medium, but would 
have interfered too much with store opera
tions. 

• 

• 

• 
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The decision to observe directly as people do 
problem solving and design in the real world was 
made as a result of considering the perspective of 
situated cognition research. Lave [10]. Schoen 
l7], and others have shown how problem solving 
in daily activity is shaped by the dynamic en· 
counter between the culturally endowed mind 
and its total context. This leads to a vision of 
cognition as a dialectic between persons acting 
and the settings in which their activity is con
stituted. Lave rIO] argued that theoretically 
charged. unexamined. normative models of think
ing lose their descriptive and predictive power 
when research is moved to everyday settings and 
relaxes its grip on the structuring of activities. 

The following dialogues illustrate the inherent 
difficulties in high-functionality systems men
tioned above (for additional details of our study 
see Reeves [39J). 

Users do not know about the existence of tools. 
In this dialogue. the customer is unsure about 
how to attach a sign to a metal pole. The cus
tomer does not know of self-tapping bolts and 
therefore cannot ask for them. Even if we assume 
a complete understanding of the problem. this is 
not enough to guarantee the knowledge of the 
best tool for the problem. Here the customer 
ends up buying a fastener that is introduced and 
explained by the salesperson. 

Dialogue,: Attaching a Sign to a Square !\fetal Pole' 

I. C: I'm lookillf.{ for (/ small jllstella maybe 
one-sixteenth. 

2. S: Okay. Plastic') Metal? 
. 3. C: Well, 11'11(11 r ve f.{()t is to I(lsten {/ si1(n on 

to a square pole. J'l'e 1«()t a hole in the top 
and it fits line al1d I got 10 1«('/ on(' on Ihe 

hollom. 
After looking at several fas
teners, and asking a few more 
questions, the sal esperson sug
gests a certain type of fas
tener. 
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4. S: How about a self-tapping bolP 
'picks one up and shows it. 

5. C: Well. whollllll!. well. Ihis would prohahly 
do it. II'I/(/t ahollt, would il come back 
Oil t? 

6. S: Oh sure. It'd come back out. 
7. C: Bul once it's in." 
X. S: As long as the hole is smaller than this 

thing. you can thread it in and out. 

Users don't know how to access tools. The next 
dialogue shows that it can be difficult just to find 
items you "know" exist. The customer is spe
cific about the wanted item and even seems to 
know the store fairly well. but still cannot find 
the item. 

Dialogue,: Finding Tool Clips 

I. C: J need dips for tools where you shove it 
up in them and il holds 

2. S: Yeah. 
3. C: / mean not just a sinRlc clip, a bunch of 

them. We tried in housewares, the cheap 
little ones, tools only hal'e like funny kind 
of ones. Where else could they be: 

4. S: Garden center, for rakes and shovels and 
things like that 

5. C: Would it be there: 
6. S: Yeah, 
7. C: Okay, I kllow where that is, thanks. 

Users do not know when to use tools, The inter
action shown in Dialogue~ involves a search for 
scales to weigh small animals and illustrates the 
concept of applicahility condilions: the condi
tions under which an item can be used, especially 
for "unintended" purposes. The salesperson is 
able to recognize a crucial element: namely, that 
there be a platform large enough to hold some
thing of a certain approximate size and weight. 
He helps the customer to know when to use a 
given tool, even though that use might not have 
been intended by the designer of the tool The 
fact that a scale is intended for food is less im
par·tant than those features. 

Dialogue, also illustrates the use of difjerential 
descriptiolls. The customer describes the in
tended item "differentially" in terms of an ex-

ample, building on what the environment ha'i to 
offer. The customer uses an example item (the 
"little tiny ones over here") to differentially de
scribe the intended solution. The salesperson ex
tracts the crucial information and suggests an 
item intended for a different domain, yet useful 
for accomplishing the described task. 

In Dialogue" the customer wants strength, but 
the salesperson has to point out a crucial feature 
of that strength: that it comes at the expense of 
brittleness. 

DialogueJ : Scales for Small Animals 

I. C: /' m looking for some scales and J saw 
some liltle tillY olles ol'er here, hut J need 
something Ihat has a large platform on ii, 
to weigh small (Jllimals on. 
Holds hands about 18 inches 
apart. 

2. S: I would think something in our house
wares department, for weighing food and 
things like that. Go on down to the last 
isle on the left. 

3. C: Okay. 

Dialogue4 : Hardened Bolts 

I. C: So £{ I were going 10 /zook .wmething 
1I'0uld this be Ihe best thing: What l'm 
going 10 have is 1'm J?()ing 10 drill into the 
cemenl and have it sticking alit. 

2. S: You going to have this sticking oul, just 
the shaft of the bolt? holding a bol t 
and pointing to the unthreaded 
shaft. 

3. C: Right. 
4. S: Hmm. Interesting problem. 
~. C: A hardelled holt would gife tnt! more. 
6. S: Yeah, but it'll shear. they're more brittle. 

I don't know if you'd be any better off 
with a hardened. 

Users can not combine or adapt tools for special 
uses. Although the combination in Dialogue, is 
simple, it does illustrate how tools can be com
bined in various ways. The customer doesn't 
know why the salesperson suggests a certain 
combination of tools. but ventures a guess. The 
salesperson allows the suggestion. but then 
states his reason. 



Dialogue,: Combining Simple Tools 

I. S: After decidlng that a three -s ix
teenth inch wire is to be looped 
around a hal f--inch bol t , which 
is moun ted in cemen t 
You want a ~mall enuugh loop. PUI it be
tween two washers. Picks up two 
washers and pla c es them on the 
shaft of a b o l t. 

1 C: 5/1/(/1/ ('I/ollgh loop. 
3. S: Yeah. 
4. C: WIn' h('/I\ '(' I'II IWo I\ '(/shl'l"s, SII il 11 '( 1/1 '1 

mh :i 

'\. S Yeah. so it won't slide off. Probabl y 
won't. 

Observing interactions like these confirmed 
the previous analysis of the difficulties of using 
high-funct ionality systems. In addit ion. it raised 
several other issue., that must be considered in 
building cooperative problem-solving systems. 

Incremental problem spet"ifications. Dialogue, 
shows that there is a close relationship between 
defining specifications incrementally. as \cen 
here, and establishing shared knowledge, as will 
be seen in the next dialogue. The distinction is a 
subtle. yet useful one. Shared knowledge has 
more to do with establishing a common reference 
point with which to discuss a situation . and less 
to do with the specific process of identifying rel
evant parts of the problem domain . 

Dialogue.: Incrementall) Refining a Query 

I . C: I lieI'd II ("(II'C'r/iJi' II h(/rhC("I/t'. 

2. S: (Leading customer down an isle 
where several grills ar e lined 
up and accessories are dis
played) Okay . what have we got 

3. C: 
4. s: 
5. C: 
6. s: 

7. C: 

here chaise . chair barbecue grill 
cover. . Does that look kind of like 
""hat you got? (Point ing to one of 
the gr ills . ) Simibr") No) 
No. 
Take any measurements') 
Nil. 
That 's J good gues~ there. (Pointing 
to a one - burner grill ) 

I(s II dO/lhlt' hurl/('/" tllIl'. 
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X. S '\~ inches. That's the lotal length it'll 
cuver. (Measuring Wl th the tape 
and h o ldlng the tape over one of 

l} C: 
1(1 S: 

II. C 
I ~ . s: 

thegrills . ) 
}"('(Ih. f kll()11 iI's 1101117111 hig III (/1/ . 
You saying ab~)ut IX by IX . Well. this IS 

~7. it'lI cover up to here. (Using mea
suring tape again and pointlng . ) 
fll('l'd Iwo. 

A couple in that brand. thal"s ali I 
have. Here are these Weber ones, thicker 
materiJI Jnd all that. Here are some 
smaller ones . 

I:~. C: I"I/I(/k(' Ihis all(' . 

14. S: We'll be gelling more of these pretty 
soon. 

15. C: }illdl hlll '{' Ih('l1/ bl' ClirislfI/{/s:J 

16. S: Hopefully Thursday. 

Achining shared understanding. Bet ween the 
time a CU'itomer begins to interact with a sales 
agent and the lime the cllstomer leaves with a 
"sa tisficing " solution 1231 , a shared understand
ing must be created bel\veen the two cooperating 
:tgents . The customer mu~t begin to appreciate 
relevant parts of the solution domain and the 
sales agent mU'it understand the problem in 
enough depth to make reasonable suggestions. 
Dialogue, shows how establishing shared under
standing is a gradual process in which each per
son participates, sometimes ignoring questions. 
sometimes volunteering information, and some
times identifying miscommunications. Illustrated 
also are Ihe problem\ of knowing about the ex
istence of tools and understanding the results 
th:lt they produce . The customer wants to fasten 
a sign to a square metal p~)le. The top of the sign 
has been fa~tened via a preexisting hole. but the 
hotlom is still unattached. The customer learns 
about cert<lin fJsteners while the salesperson 
karns about the specific problem. Their shared 
umkrslanding increases as each in turn asks 
que~tions and makes suggestions that are cri
tiqued bv the other. 

Dialogue,: Attaching a Sign to a Squarl: :".ft"lal 
Pule l 

I. C: 1"11/ l()tlkillg./Il/·11 .'l11uller/iISICl/cr .. \f(/Ihc' 
tllI('-sixleC'//IIi . 
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., S: Okay. Plastic '.' Metal" 
3. C: Well, ,,-IICII /'\'{' .1'01 is loli/.l/('n (/ sign 

01110 (I .I'I./II(/f(' poll' . (I'C' gol II hole in Ihl' 

lOP (/I/() iff/IX/iI/I ' alld (I'C ~OIIO f.!L'I 0111' 

Oil Ihe hOllOlll , 

4, S: Pole have holes in iL) 
5. C: 'rl'Clh . Ih(/J (/ onl'-eighlh holl, hilI iI's 100 

hi~, Nel'dlolllt'lhinf.! smllller Ihlln Ihlll. 

6, S: Round pole .' Square Pole ') 
7. C: Sllll(lre pole . 
g, S: (P icki ng up a fastener and show

ing it) You tried these '.' 
9 , C: (Scrutinizing the fastener . ) 

H 1/1 /1/11/ 1/1 . 

10, S: You've got to have a five-sixteenths hole 
and you fold this thing up and stick it in. 
Would that work " 

II. C: It's ~()I 10 hI' 1;l'c-si.rle('nlhs ,~ 

12, S: Yes . The size of the shaft on this thing , 
(POinting t o the fa s t e ner . ) 

13 , C: II 's nollhal hig , 

14 , S: No way to drill it') 
IS , C: No, 

16 , S: No , What did you use the first time ') 
17, C: I Irin] (I one -e ighlh illeh , 

I~ . S : How thick is the metal in the pole ',) 
19: C: 0", prububl.\' aho/ll olle I'i~hlh inc/I . 

(Pointing to a ce rtain fastener.) 
Hall' llho/ll Ihese :' 

20 , S : (Picking one up and showing the 
mov i ng pa r t s . ) These work on hollow
core doors , 

21. C: Yel/I" 
Y) S: (Walking over to a di fferent kind 

of fasten er and pi c king it up) I 
don ' t know if this would be strong 
enough. Still neeu ,I three sixteenth hole, 
If the wind is blowing hard it might give 
way. Ju,t putting it In with a screw
driver" 

23. C: Yel/h, 

24 . S : How about a self-tapping bolt'.) (Pi c ks 
one up and shows it , ) Put that In . 

tighten it down . (points t o ti p ). that' s 
a thread cutting rhreau there . 

15 . C: Well , II'hal, "/1111111, 11'1'11 , Ihis lumld proh

(lhl." £10 iI, Whal ah')/lI, " '(JIIId il COIIII' 

hack oill:' 

26. S: Oh sure. It would come back oul. 
27 , C: Bill OIlCl' it's ill :' 

2X, S : As long as the hole is smaller than this 
thing, you can thread it in and out. 

Inlegration bel ween problem setting and prob
lem sohing. Dialogue, shows an interaction in 
which a customer wanted to buy heaters. then 
decided to reconceptualize the problem from one 
of "adding heat." to one of "retaining heat." 
This appears to be a trivial reframing and hardly 
wort h notice . but we will argue t hat understand
ing exactly this kind of reframing is crucial to 
building cooperative problem-solving systems. 
The problem il.l'elf was redefined. 

DialogueK: Generating Versus Containing Heat 

I, C: / 11'(//11 10 gel II cOllpl1:' of he(llefS jiJl' (I 

t/olt 'II.1'/IIirs h(/IIII'O\', 

2. S : What are you doing') What are you trying 
to heat') 

3, C : Fill Iryi/lg 10 h(,l1l II <loll'/IS/(lirs hlll/lI'lI.\'. 

4. S : How high are the ceilings'! 
5. C: NO/'ll/(/I, (Iholll ('i~"1 feet. 

6, S : Okay. how about th ese here? 
They proceed to agree on two 
heaters. 

7, C: W('II, Ihl' /'(,lI.I'O/l il gels so colJ is Ihal 

Iherl:",I' II .I' III ire 11.1' I' III Ihe ellJ of Ihe hllll
It '(/\' 

~ . S: Where do the stairs lead? 
I} . C: Tlle.I' XO lip 10 II IlindillX wilh (J clilhedml 

('('ilillg. 

10, S: Ok. maybe you can just put a door across 
the stairs. or put a ceiling fan up to blow 
the hot air back down , 

Summary. The findings of the McGuckin 
.~tud:v can be summarized as follows: 

NOIIII'II/ Ltlllgi/{/ge is leu illlporl{flillho/l NlIl

III'lII COlllllllllli(,lIlio/l. Peuple rarely spoke in 
complete. grammatical senrences. yet managed 
to communicate in a natural way, In filct. most of 
the dialogues "hown here had to be "cleaned up" 
for readability. The study provided convincing 
evidence that the support for /llIllIl'lIl (,O )/II11I1/1i

Cllli(}ll !21}\. allowing for breakdowns, clarifying 
dialogues . explanations . etc., is more important 
fllr cooperative problem solving than being able 
to parse syntactically complex sentences , One 
objective of future human-computer communi-



cation research should therefore be to under
stand the processes of intention communication 
and reco!,!nition well enough to enable a system 
to participate in a natural dialogue with its user 
[40]. 

Militiple Specificlltion Teclilliqlll'.\·. Customers 
used a greal varielY of specificalion lechniques 
such as bringing in a broken parI. poinling 10 an 
ilem in a calalog or in Ihe slore. and giving gen
eral descriplions such as "I need a lock Ihat qual
ifies for cheaper insurance rales.· · 

Mixed Illitiiltil'(' DililoRtle.\'. People were /lex
ible in Ihe roles Ihey played during a problem
solving episode . They easily swilched from ask
ing to explaining. from learning 10 leaching. 
Because Dialogue7 is Ihe longesl. il probably 
shows Ihis besl. The slructure of Ihese dialogues 
was delermined neilher by the cuslomer nor by 
Ihe sales agenl. bUI clearly indicaled mixed ini
lialive [28] determined by Ihe specifics of Ihe 
joinl problem-solving effor!. 

ManaRemellt of Tml/hle. Many breakdowns 
and misunderslandings occurred during Ihe ob
served problem-solving episodes. bUI in almosl 
all cases clarifying dialogues allowed Iheir recov
ery. Problem solving among humans cannot be 
characlerized by Ihe absence of lrouble. bUI by 
Ihe identificalion and repair of breakdowns [8J . 
Dialogueh and Dialogue7 con lain examples of 
Ihis . 

SimlllwII(!ollS Exploration of Prohlem and 
SO/WiUfl Spaces. Cuslomers and sales agenls 
worked wilhin bOlh problem and solulion spaces 
simullaneously. or al leasl allernalively. Typi
cally the problem owner (customer) had a beller 
grasp of the problem space and Ihe problem sol
ver (sales agen!) had a beller understanding of 
the solution space. but over time these spaces 
converged until there was a large enough inler
seclion of shared knowledge wilhin which polen
lial solulions could be evaluated. This is seen in 
Dialogue} in which Ihe cuslomer knows whal 
needs to be done bUI needs a beller understanding 
of Ihe possible solulions, and Ihe salesperson 
knows how many differenl fasteners work bUI 
needs 10 undersland Ihe specific applicalion. 

HI/mans operate within the phvs;cal H'orld. 
Allhough perhaps obvious. syslem designers 
overlook Ihe fact thaI people use elemenlS of Ihe 
physical world as sources of informalion, as re
minders. and in general as eXlensions of their 
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own knowledge and reasoning syslems. In most 
or the dialogues that deal with fasteners. both Ihe 
customer and salesperson held Ihe items and 
used them to guide and clarify the discussion. 
For example. in Dialogue.. the salesperson 
picked up two washers and placed them on the 
shaft of Ihe boll, leaving a small gap between 
them to .. how where Ihe cable would go. and how 
the loop needs 10 be small enough 10 be guided 
or conslrained by the washers . 

Htlm(/I/.\· make IIS(' of distributed ifltellixence. 
Much of people's inlelligenl behavior resulls 
from the inleraclion of menIal processes with Ihe 
objects and conslrainls of Ihe world. and much 
behavior lakes place through a cooperative pro
cess wilh olhers. Collaboralors challenge each 
olher's analysis of Ihe problem and help to 
achieve crealive solulions. One Ihing Ihal sur
faced in discussions wilh salespeople is Ihal 
when they send a customer 10 anolher depart
men!. Ihey counl on Ihe cuslomer being able 10 

find Ihe items. bUI also expecl anolher salesper
son to be available there. 

3.2. A Sitllated COj;nition Perspectil'e 

The perspeclive of silUaled cognition researchers 
is important in this analysis of cooperative prob
lem-solving success models. McGuckin Hard
ware provides an example of whal silualed cog
nilion researchers have been claiming: much of 
problem solving is fundamenlally relaled 10 Ihe 
larger conlexl in whil:h Ihe problem gels per
ceived. framed. and evenlually resolved. Such
man [8] argued Ihal plans are jusl one of Ihe re
sources in Ihe problem-solving process. not the 
guiding prinl:iples. The McGuckin sludy con
firms this view of plans: cuslomers do have 
plans . but these plans are jusl one resource. not 
the primary guide . 

Lave [10] argued thaI Ihe problem-solving 
conlext plays a crucial role in problem framing. 
The McGuckin study confirmed Ihis finding. As 
customers inlerdcted with Ihe wide varielY of 
hardware (e.g. two isles of fasteners). Ihey were 
able 10 recasl their perceplion of Ihe problem 
they came in 10 solve. 

In a crilique of Ihe approach technical ralio
nalily has encouraged professional praclilioners 
10 lake loward ill-defined problems. Schoen [7] 
argued againsl abstracl principles and for skills 
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developed in domain-specific problem solving. 
emphasizing the role that problem setting plays . 
Real problems are never given . hut "must be 
constructed from the materials of problematic 
situations which are puzzling. troubling. and un
certain .. , 

The setting of a problem is as important as the 
problem itself. The word "selling" means two 
things: (I, the physical and social environment 
(the "context", in which a problem solver acts. 
and (2, the process of defining the problem. The 
problem context provides key resources in solv
ing the problem. because it affects how we come 
to perceive the problem and the resources avail
able to us . 

Carraher. Carraher. and Schliemann 1411 de
scribed how important the setting was to Brazil
ian school children who worked as street ven
dors . On the street. they were quite accunlte in 
their calculations (98 percent correct) . but when 
given mathematically identical problems outside 
the marketplace context. their accuracy dropped 
to a dismal 37 percent. 

Attempts have been made to bring more of 
the environment into consideration in analyzing 
problem solving. Larkin et al. [41] studied sev
eral issues. such as the interaction between the 
person solving a problem and external memory 
aids such as paper and pencil. and representing 
situations that change over time. Situated cogni
tion appears to push thi s concept of setting and 
problems that change over time even further into 
our physical environment and social relations. 

When people encounter problems . these prob
lems are embedded in an environment that pro
vides ways in which the problem is perceived and 
resources with which to analyze it. Prohlems can 
he divorced neither from the social sellings in 
which they occur. nor from the process of prob
lem defining. The former provides structuring re
sources to the problem solver and the latter af
fects how the problem is allowed to evolve. 

Problems and solutions coevoh'e--(lne cannot 
exist without the other. Empirical studies of peo
ple developing complex computer systems 121 J 
have confirmed that often the problem is not to 
implement a given specification. but rather ex 
pressing the problem itself: deciding what prob
lem to solve. 

In the context of design problems. Rillel 143] 
argued that "you cannot flnderstalld the problem 

withollt//{I\ ·ill).: II conccpt oIthe solution ill mind: 
"lid th"t VOII cannot Ratha illtiJfmtltion metln
illjditllv IIIIle.l.l Villi //{I\ 'C IInderstood the problem 
hilt that VOII cannot understand the problem 
withollt inti,rmation ahout il." Taken literally. 
this leaves no room for a beginning. but there is 
a way in which this view nevertheless makes 
sen se. If one cannot begin one without the other. 
then the only way to proceed is with both simul
taneously. I n problem solving. people cannot 
proceed until they have a "resolution shape-a 
sense of an answer and a process for bringing it 
together with its parts" 110. p. 19J. 

John Dewey noted that "discovering a prob
lem is the first step in knowing" (cited in [44]) . 
And Wertheimer [451 observed that: "Often in 
great discoveries the most important thing is that 
a certain ques tion is found. Envisaging. putting 
the productive question is often more important. 
often a greater achievement than the solution of 
a set question" (cited in VanGundy [44, p. 102]). 

We are trying to understand what this means 
to designers of cooperative problem-solving sys
tems. Success models of these systems provide a 
new perspective that informs the design of such 
sy stems built on a computing platform. Studying 
people at McGuckin provided an opportunity to 
observe "everyday cognition." These observa
tions confirm the importance that the situated 
cognition perspective brings to the design of co
operative problem-solving systems. 

4. Second Generation of Cooperative 
PrOblem-Solving Systems 

In this section. findings from the McGuckin 
study are related to the framework suggested in 
the first section. This is followed by a description 
of a prototype of an integrated. domain-oriented. 
knowledge-based design environment. 

4./. Requirements lor Coopewtil'e 
Prohlem-Solving SYstems 

Beyond user interfaces. Effective human-com
puter communication is more than crea ting 
attractive displays on a computer screen : it 
requires providing the computer with a con sid
eruble body of knowledge about the world. about 
users. and about communication processes. This 



is not to say that the user interface is not of cru
cial importance to knowledge-based systems. 
Analysis of expert systems (such as the DIP
METER advisor [46]). has shown that the accep
tance and real use of expert systems depends on 
far more than a knowledge base and an inference 
engine. The developers examined the relative 
amount of code devoted to different functions of 
01 PM ETER and found that the IIser infer(ace 

portion k'OS 42 percenT compared to 8 percent for 
the inference engine and 22 percent for the 
knowledge base. Similar data are reported for 
commercial knowledge-based system tools (e.g .. 
in Intellicorp's tools. 55-60 percent of the code 
is interface related [47]). A good user interface is 
important for two groups: for the developers of 
knowledge-based systems and for the end-user of 
these systems . 

The communication requirements are even 
more important for cooperative problem-solving 
systems . Because the user is actively involved in 
the problem-solving and decision-making pro
cess. there is an increased necessity for the 
interface to support the task at a level that is 
comprehensible by the user. In order for a knowl
edge-based system to support cooperative prob
lem solving. the following components depend 
critically on each other: 
• the structure of the knowledge and problem

solving system itself-how a system represents 
its problem-solving activity and retrieves the 
relevant portion appropriately in response to 
user queries 

• the generation of views of this knowledge 
which corresponds to the needs and the knowl
edge of the user: for this a system must contain 
a model of the lIser 

• the presentation of this knowledge on the 
screen: t his part is most I y (ex plicitly or implic
itly) associated with user -interface research. 

Problems can be rully articulated only in the 
context of solving them. The McGuckin study 
clearly indicated that problems in realistic situa
tion s are not fixed targets . The combination of a 
large selection of objects and knowledgeable 
sales agents creates an environment in which 
cllStomers can produce partial solutions ,!Od get 
feedback from the items in the store and from the 
sales agents in the form of critiques . As problem 
solvers tentatively explore possible solutions and 
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evaluate how those affect their perception of the 
original problem. they shape the situation: in ac
conJance with their initial aprreciation of it. the 
"ituation " talks back." and they respond to the 
situation 's back-talk 171 . 

The ndelity of the design situations' "back 
talk" must be increased. Many of the problems 
that are discussed at McGuckin are ill-defined . 
The artifacts and inventory at McGuckin are 
powerful to the extent that the sales agents are 
knowledgeable . Providing rich functionality with
out domain-specific expertise is not enough . In 
our system-building work. we originally believed 
that domain-oriented construction kits would be 
powerful enough 10 "talk back·' by themselves. 
but this turned oul not to be the case [311. Con
struction kits support the construction of an ar
tifact. but they do not provide any feedback on 
the quality of the design. Knowledgeable sales 
agents provide this higher level expertise and so 
help the situation to "talk back. ,. 

McGuckin hires experts in the variolls depart
ments and considers previous experience within 
a field. such as plumbing. to be more important 
than previous sales experience in Ihat field. The 
difference between working and selling experi
ence in a field is crucial. Behind the surface or 
syntactic layer of the inventory. there is a seman
tic understanding of trade-offs. and experience 
in mapping specific problems to multipurpose 
tools. 

There is a need for sp«ialization and pulling 
knowledge in the world. Simon f 231 predicted that 
when a domain reaches a point where the knowl
edge for skillful professional practice cannot be 
acquired in roughly a decade. a burden on mas
tering aillhe lools and the knowledge will occur 
14XI . Simon predicted that the following adaptive 
developments will occur: (I) speciali zation will 
increa~e and (2) practitioners will make increas
ing use of books and other external reference 
aids in Iheir work 1491 . McGuckin addresses Ihe 
1001 mastery burden by (I) organi zing function
ality according to e.xternal task domains. and (2) 

incrementally making the information ~ pace rel 
evant to Ihe task at hand by an evolving shared 
understanding between customers and sales reo
pie. 

Supporting human problem-domain communi
cation with domain-oriented architectures. The 
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McGuckin study illustrates the need to resrond 
to a diver:--\! set of tasks. There is an important 
need in coinruter science to develop domain-ori
ented architectures in order to avoid the pitfall of 
\!xce~~ generality. Instead of ~erving JII needs 
obscurely and insufficiently Vvith general rurpose 
programming languages. domJin-oriented archi
tecture~ s\!rve a feVv needs well. The semantics 
of our computing environments need to be better 
tuned to specific domain~ of discourse; this in-

• • 

volves suprort for different kinds of rrimilive en
tities. for specification of prop)"rties other than 
computational functionality. and for computJ
tional models that match the users' awn models. 
Human-computer communication needs to be 
advanced to human-problem domain communi
cation. where the computer becomes "invisible" 
and users have the feeling of interacting directly 
with a problem domain. 
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